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Chairwoman Capito, Ranking Member Maloney, Chairwoman Biggert and 

Ranking Member Gutierrez thank you for the opportunity to testify on the Federal 

Reserve Board, FDIC and OCC regulatory capital rules implementing the Basel III 

Interim Capital Framework.  I am Terry Duffy, Executive Chairman and President 

of CME Group, whose clearing house division of the Chicago Mercantile 

Exchange Inc. (“CME or CME clearing”) is among the largest central counterparty 

(“CCP” or “clearing house”) clearing services in the world.
1
  CME provides 

clearing and settlement services for exchange-traded contracts as well as for over-

the-counter (“OTC”) derivatives.  In 2011, CME processed and cleared 

approximately 3.4 billion contracts.  In its capacity as a clearing house, CME is 

                                                           
[1]

 CME Group Inc. is the holding company for four exchanges, CME, the Board of Trade of the City of Chicago Inc. 
(“CBOT”), the New York Mercantile Exchange, Inc. (“NYMEX”), and the Commodity Exchange, Inc. (“COMEX”) 
(collectively, the “CME Group Exchanges”).  The CME Group Exchanges offer a wide range of benchmark products 
across all major asset classes, including derivatives based on interest rates, equity indexes, foreign exchange, 
energy, metals, agricultural commodities, and alternative investment products.  The CME Group Exchanges serve 
the hedging, risk management, and trading needs of our global customer base by facilitating transactions through 
the CME Group Globex electronic trading platform, our open outcry trading facilities in New York and Chicago, and 
through privately negotiated transactions subject to exchange rules.  
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registered with the Commodity Futures Trading Commission as a derivatives 

clearing organization (“DCO”) and also has status as a Financial Services 

Authority Recognized Overseas Clearing House.  In July 2012, CME was 

designated as a systemically important Financial Market Utility under Title VIII of 

Dodd-Frank. 

CME Group applauds the Federal Reserve Board, FDIC and OCC for 

deferring the final capital rules implementing the Basel III (BSCS 227) Interim 

Capital Framework.  Both Dodd-Frank and the G-20 mandates aim to reduce 

systemic risk and increase transparency. Our concern is that Basel III’s “one size 

fits all” rules for capital charges based on the risk of cleared derivatives is at odds 

with these objectives.   

The Basel interim framework treats all cleared derivatives as if they require 

margin to cover a five day period of risk.  This means that highly liquid derivatives 

contracts that trade by means of a central limit order book and that may be quickly 

and efficiently liquidated without substantial risk are put into the same category as 

OTC contracts that are not liquid or transparently traded.  This blanket 

categorization is unrealistic and market distorting.  Derivatives clearing houses 

recognize this distinction and require margin levels based on periods of risk that 

are justified by the actual risks inherent in liquidating the positions.  In the U.S. 
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this means one or two day periods of risk for futures and five day period of risk for 

less liquid swaps.  The failure to base capital charges on properly measured risk 

may have the unintended consequence of encouraging the use of higher risk 

instruments.  This is inconsistent with both Dodd-Frank and the G-20 policy goal 

to reduce risks in derivatives trading by moving from opaque to transparent 

markets. 

If the capital rules for bank holding companies diverge from the prudential 

rules at the clearing level for Broker-Dealer/FCM subsidiaries, consequential 

market distortions will follow.  If clearing houses properly set margins for liquid 

derivatives to cover a one day risk period while banking regulators impose a 

capital charge based on five days, banks and their affiliated brokers, will be 

required to take a capital charge measured by the difference between the prudential 

clearing level margin for futures and the presumptive Basel III five day period of 

risk margin. The cost of the capital will be passed on to customers trading liquid 

products in the form of a demand for higher collateral or higher fees.  Once again, 

contrary to Dodd-Frank.  This may distort customers’ product choices.  Customers 

may move away from trading liquid exchange traded derivatives.  There is a 

potential that central limit order book exchange-traded products could be more 
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expensive.  The last thing we want to do is drive customers back into an opaque 

OTC market because of a “one size fits all” margin period. 

Basel III’s “one size fits all” margin period of risk is also inconsistent with 

international standards, e.g., CPSS-IOSCO Principles for Financial Market 

Infrastructures followed by the CME and other qualified CCPs.  Those standards 

recognize that margin levels should correspond to risk and liquidity profiles, and 

unique attributes of each product and market, and that margin periods of risk will 

vary among products based on these differing characteristics.  

Liquid central limit order book-traded and cleared derivatives, unlike OTC 

swaps, are standardized, have transparent pricing, and trade in deep liquid markets.  

They turn over almost 10 times more frequently than OTC swaps.  Those 

characteristics permit rapid offset, liquidation or hedging in the event of an 

emergency.  Broad participation within the exchange-traded derivatives market 

further demonstrates efficient position and risk management in these events.  For 

example, following the bankruptcy of Lehman Brothers Inc. in 2008, CME took 

control of Lehman’s proprietary positions and liquidated the portfolio the same 

day, with a liquidation value well within the portfolio’s $2.3 billion margin 

requirement.    
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CME also maintains extensive historical price data that further demonstrates the 

adequacy of data used in establishing margin levels and the appropriate exposure 

period to capture.  For instance, we maintain price data for some of the most liquid 

exchange traded products dating back to 1982 for the first S&P 500 index contract, 

1981 for Eurodollar futures, and 1977 for the first Treasury bond futures contract.  

There is no risk management benefit to banks, their affiliated brokers, or the 

financial system by imposing capital charges on them beyond the clearing level 

margin period of risk established for these liquid contracts.  

CME Group has expressed these concerns in the comments filed during the 

Agencies rule-making
2
, in discussions with Federal Reserve Board staff, and in a 

joint letter to the Financial Stability Board, the Basel Committee on Banking 

Supervision and other standard setters from CME and 11 other exchanges located 

                                                           
2  See attached letter to OCC, FED and FDIC dated October 22, 2012 

 Regulatory  Capital Rules: Standardized Approach for  Risk-weighted  Assets; Market  Discipline 
and Disclosure Requirements (OCC Docket ID OCC-2012-0009; FRB Docket No. R-1442; FDIC RIN 
3064-AD96) 

Regulatory  Capital Rules: Advanced Approaches Risk-based Capital Rule; Market  Risk Capital   
Rule (OCC Docket ID OCC-2012-0010;FRB Docket No. R-1442;FDIC RIN 3064-AD97) 
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in each of the Americas, EMEA and APAC.
3
  The World Federation of Exchanges 

has also raised concerns in a separate letter to them.
4
 

The Agencies capital rules should be amended to eliminate the addition of four 

days of capital on top of one day margin for exchange traded derivatives.  It should 

be replaced with an approach consistent with the CPSS-IOSCO Principles 

recognizing that adequate margin periods vary and will be set based on the 

liquidity, transparency and other risk-reducing characteristics of each product and 

market. 

Thank you for the opportunity to appear before you today. 

 

 

                                                           
3
 See attached Joint Letter to FSB, BCBS, CGFS and CPSS dated November 27, 2012 

4
 See attached WFE letter dated November 27, 2012. 


































